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Abstract
We investigate the demagnetization dynamics of the cycloidal and sinusoidal phases of multiferroic TbMnO3 by means of time-
resolved resonant soft x-ray diffraction following excitation by an optical pump. Using orthogonal linear x-ray polarizations, we
suceeded in disentangling the response of the multiferroic cycloidal spin order from the sinusoidal antiferromagnetic order in the
time domain. This enables us to identify the transient magnetic phase created by intense photoexcitation of the electrons and
subsequent heating of the spin system on a picosecond timescale. The transient phase is shown to be a spin density wave, as
in the adiabatic case, which nevertheless retains the wave vector of the cycloidal long range order. Two different pump photon
energies, 1.55 eV and 3.1 eV, lead to population of the conduction band predominantly via intersite d-d transitions or intrasite
p-d transitions, respectively. We find that the nature of the optical excitation does not play an important role in determining
the dynamics of magnetic order melting. Further, we observe that the orbital reconstruction, which is induced by the spin
ordering, disappears on a timescale comparable to that of the cycloidal order, attesting to a direct coupling between magnetic
and orbital orders. Our observations are discussed in the context of recent theoretical models of demagnetization dynamics in
strongly correlated systems, revealing the potential of this type of measurement as a benchmark for such complex theoretical
studies.
DOI:
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiferroics of type-II exhibit magnetic order that
induces spontaneous electric polarization with a strong
magnetoelectric coupling1. This coupling holds poten-
tial for novel electronic and magnetic applications such
as magnetic storage that could be manipulated by the
electric field of strongly focused light pulses. Depending
on the response time to an optical excitation, it may be
possible to control the orientation of magnetoelectric do-
mains with laser pulses on picosecond timescales. Such
an ultrafast polarization switching has been predicted in
single-phase multiferroic TbMnO3 when applying very
strong THz frequency electromagnetic field pulses.2
TbMnO3 crystalizes in a perovskite structure with
Pbnm symmetry. Below TN1 ' 42 K it exhibits an anti-
ferromagnetic sinusoidal spin density wave order. Upon
further cooling, these collinearly oriented spins acquire an
additional magnetic component. Cycloidal order arises
within the bc-plane, propagating along the b-axis and
slightly elliptically deformed. This cycloid is incommen-
surate with the lattice and gives rise to a spontaneous fer-
roelectric polarization along the c-axis below TN2 ' 27
K, the multiferroic phase transition temperature3,4. The
polarization direction is defined by the rotational sense
of the spin cycloid5. This long-range spin order gives rise
to distinct magnetic Bragg reflections, with wave vec-
tors (0 q 0), (0 q 1) and (0 1-q 1)6, and to higher order
quadrupole-like reflections due to orbital reconstruction,
with wave vector (0 2q 0)7. These have been investi-
gated in detail by neutron scattering6,8,9, and by non
resonant10–12 and resonant x-ray Bragg diffraction7,13–17.
Understanding the dynamics of the magnetic order is
highly desirable, particularly in the context of ultrafast
switching. Ultrafast pump-probe resonant x-ray diffrac-
tion using optical or THz pump pulses and soft x-ray
probe pulses can provide insight into the magnetic states
of strongly correlated systems by accessing the com-
plex dynamics that follow the interaction of intense light
pulses with these magnetic states18–24. In the case of
TbMnO3, it has recently been shown that it is possi-
ble to drive coherent dynamics of the magnetic structure
via resonant THz excitation of an electromagnon.18 Ac-
tual switching of the ferroelectric polarization by such
a resonant excitation would require much higher field
strengths, but could be possible in the near future. The
effect of femtosecond near-infrared excitation (hν1 = 1.55
eV) on the magnetic order of TbMnO3 has also been
investigated using resonant soft x-ray diffraction as a
probe.19 That study reports the magnetic order to be
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suppressed on a timescale of several tens of picoseconds,
which is very slow compared to the sub-picosecond de-
magnetization of other antiferromagnetically ordered sys-
tems such as CuO25. The reason for the stability of the
antiferromagnetic state in TbMnO3 has not yet been es-
tablished. Optical control over the antiferromagnetic or-
der via the secondary ferroelectric polarization has been
demonstrated in a recent study by Manz et al.26 In that
work, reversible switching of the antiferromagnetic do-
main orientation is achieved in a two-color laser experi-
ment. Laser beams heat the sample across the multifer-
roic ordering temperature TN2 , after which the depolar-
ization field of the re-cooling sample reverses the electric
polarization and, with it, the primary antiferromagnetic
order. Bidirectional switching is achieved by taking ad-
vantage of the difference in optical and thermal penetra-
tion depths for the two laser colors.
In light of these recent time-resolved and static results,
it is important to investigate further the dynamics of the
demagnetization process in TbMnO3. Understanding the
nature of the transient states and of the hierarchy of in-
teractions that define them, and understanding how the
transient states compare to the equilibrium phases of the
system and how they are affected by the photoexcita-
tion pathway is essential in order to achieve a precise
control of the magnetic order in this prototypical multi-
ferroic material. In turn, control over the processes and
timescales involved in magnetic order dynamics are at the
core of any ultrafast switching application. One impor-
tant question for TbMnO3 lies in the origin of the slow
demagnetization process, and how this bottleneck relates
to the properties of the initial and transient states, and
to the excitation pathway that connects them.
In the present study, we use time- and polarization-
dependent resonant soft x-ray diffraction at the Mn L2
edge to characterize the transient magnetic state that
develops after optical excitation of the multiferroic and
sinusoidal phases with picosecond-scale resolution. We
compare the effect of different excitation pathways out
of the cycloidal phase, and analyze the coupling between
spin and orbital magnetic order. First, we investigate
whether femtosecond photoinduced heating of the multi-
ferroic phase leads directly to the demagnetized state or
whether the transition occurs via a transient spin-density
wave state, as in the adiabatic thermal transition. Sec-
ond, we compare two pump energies (hν1 = 1.55 eV and
hν2 = 3.1 eV) to address the question of whether the na-
ture of the photoexcitation pathway plays a role in the
dynamics of the demagnetization process. We consider
either intersite charge-transfer Mn 3d - Mn 3d transitions
at the lower edge of the conduction band or higher lying
intrasite O 2p - Mn 3d transitions27,28. Third, since the
spin order is accompanied by orbital reconstruction as
evidenced by the second order reflection (0 2q 0), we in-
vestigate the dynamic coupling in magnetic and orbital
order signals by comparing their decay times upon ul-
trafast laser excitation. Finally, we discuss the results
of recent calculations which predict slow magnetic dy-
namics due to long doublon-hole recombination times. A
model that can be quantitatively compared to TbMnO3
will, however, have to include multi-orbital effects and
electron-phonon coupling. Our data will serve as a good
benchmark for such a model.
II. STATIC RESONANT SOFT X-RAY
DIFFRACTION
We use a bulk single crystal sample of TbMnO3,
cut such that its surface is perpendicular to the b-
axis. Growth and characterization details are described
elsewhere7. The sample was cut and polished down to a
thickness of 200 micrometers so as to improve the cool-
ing of the surface probed by the x-rays. After polishing,
the sample was annealed at 650 degrees Celsius for ∼120
hours in air at atmospheric pressure.
Resonant soft x-ray diffraction at the Mn L2 absorp-
tion edge (∼653 eV) on b-cut TbMnO3 crystals enables
the observation of the first- and second-order reflections
of the magnetic sinusoidal and cycloidal order, (0 q 0)
and (0 2q 0). The azimuthal orientation of the sam-
ple is chosen such that the c-axis is perpendicular and
the a-axis is parallel to the scattering plane. The linear
polarization of the incoming light is set either parallel
(pi-polarization) or perpendicular (σ-polarization) to the
scattering plane. The polarization-dependent scattered
signal intensity provides a clear distinction between si-
nusoidal and cycloidal magnetic phases, as only the lat-
ter shows a signal with σ-polarization at the (0 q 0)
reflection7.
Static experiments were performed using the soft x-ray
resonant scattering endstation RESOXS29 at the Sur-
faces/Interfaces Microscopy beamline X11MA30 at the
Swiss Light Source.
Figure 1 shows the momentum transfer and intensity
of the (0 q 0) magnetic reflection as functions of temper-
ature and incident polarization. Figures 1a and 1b are
intensity maps vs. temperature and momentum trans-
fer for pi and σ-polarized light, respectively. Figure 1c
plots the integrated intensity of the (0 q 0) reflection vs.
temperature for both x-ray polarizations. The momen-
tum transfer, which is related to the period of the spin-
density wave modulation, is nearly constant up to ∼24 K,
i.e. in the cycloidal phase. Upon further warming, the
momentum transfer of the pi-polarized signal decreases
slightly and then increases with temperature (Figs. 1a
and 1c). This behavior is associated with the sinusoidal
phase, between about 24 K and 40 K6. The σ-polarized
signal, sensitive only to the projection of spin correla-
tions along the c-axis, is absent above 24 K (Figs. 1b
and 1c). Indeed, this projection is non-zero only for the
non-collinear magnetic order that arises below TN2 , such
that the (0 q 0)σ diffraction intensity serves as a signature
of the multiferroic phase.
The second-order reflection, (0 2q 0), can also be ob-
served with resonant soft x-ray diffraction. This reflec-
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FIG. 1. Intensity maps of the (0 q 0) reflection recorded at
653 eV with incoming (a) pi- and (b) σ-polarization as func-
tions of temperature and momentum transfer (in 1/A˚ on the
left and in relative lattice units on the right, using the lattice
constants from Blasco et al.31). Scattering occurs in the ab-
plane for this azimuth of the sample. (c) (0 q 0) integrated
intensity as a function of temperature for pi- (black squares)
and σ- (red circles) polarization. Magnetic transition temper-
atures are shown as vertical dashed lines.
tion arises at resonance from the orbital reconstruction
(a charge quadrupole) caused by magnetic order. The
additional charge-lattice coupling is expected to displace
atoms which makes the reflection weakly observable off
resonance17. The momentum transfer and energy depen-
dence of this reflection are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b,
respectively, for both pi- and σ-polarizations. The large
difference in spectral shape for pi- and σ-polarizations
supports the view that this reflection is of quadrupole
electron density origin. As evidenced by the temperature
dependence shown in Figs. 2c and 2d, a clear increase
in the (0 2q 0) intensity for both pi- and σ-polarization
occurs with the onset of cycloidal order, upon cooling
below 24K. The momentum transfer of the (0 2q 0) re-
flection for both polarizations is nearly constant in the
cycloidal phase but increases slightly with temperature
in the sinusoidal phase. Similar to the (0 q 0) magnetic
order signal (Fig. 1c), the (0 2q 0) orbital order signal
also increases below ∼24 K, indicating an increase in the
orbital reconstruction due to the cycloidal arrangement
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FIG. 2. (0 2q 0) intensity for pi- (black squares) and σ- (red
circles) polarization, as a function of (a) momentum transfer,
at 10 K and 653 eV; (b) energy, at 10 K and at the peak
position shown in (a); (d) temperature, at 653 eV (integrated
intensity). Magnetic transition temperatures are shown as
vertical dashed lines in (d). (c) Intensity maps of the (0 2q
0) reflection recorded at 653 eV with incoming (top) pi- and
(bottom) σ-polarization as functions of temperature and mo-
mentum transfer (in 1/A˚ on the left and in relative lattice
units on the right, using the lattice constants from Blasco et
al.31). Scattering occurs in the ab-plane for this azimuth of
the sample.
of spins.
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III. PHOTOINDUCED DEMAGNETIZATION
DYNAMICS – TIME-RESOLVED RESONANT
SOFT X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Time-resolved experiments were carried out at the
beamline I06 of the Diamond Light Source, in low-alpha
operation mode32, using soft x-ray probe pulses with
9.4 ps or 15.5 ps duration (full width at half maximum,
FWHM) and an energy tuned to the Mn L2 absorption
edge (Fig. 2b). Femtosecond optical pump pulses had
∼100 fs pulse duration (FWHM), 5 kHz repetition rate
and variable fluence, and a photon energy of either hν1
= 1.55 eV or hν2 = 3.1 eV.
The scattered x-ray intensity was recorded with a mul-
tichannel plate detector that was time-gated to record in
a 60 nanosecond time window around the temporal over-
lap with the pump laser, selecting a single pulse of the
MHz low-alpha x-ray pulse train. The acquired data was
normalized by the reading from a picoammeter x-ray sig-
nal monitor, to correct for slow drifts in the x-ray pulse
intensity.
In order to fulfill the diffraction condition, the inci-
dence angle of both optical and x-ray pulses relative to
the sample surface was set to 27◦ and 65◦ for the (0 q 0)
and (0 2q 0) reflections, respectively. The nearly collinear
x-ray probe and laser pump pulses where focused to spot
sizes of 100 µm and 150 µm diameter (FWHM), respec-
tively. The choice of laser spot size was a compromise
between the need to minimize average heat load and the
desire to pump the region probed with x-rays as homo-
geneously as possible. The penetration depth of the 1.55
eV and 3 eV pumps are about 200 nm and 110 nm, re-
spectively, with little dependence on the incidence angle.
The x-ray penetration depth is ∼ 35 nm at 27◦ incidence
and ∼ 70 nm at 65◦ incidence33. The probe penetration
depth is therefore always smaller than the pump depth
in the configurations used in this work.
All time-resolved data presented in the following are
peak intensity values measured at q ∼ 0.286, for (0 q 0)
(Fig. 1), and at 2q ∼ 0.561, for (0 2q 0) (Fig. 2). Previ-
ous experiments have reported that the peak width does
not vary upon photoexcitation19, and our static charac-
terization shows it to remain mostly unchanged as tem-
perature is varied below TN1 (not shown). Our time-
resolved data can therefore be compared to the static
integrated intensities shown in Figs. 1c and 2d. The re-
ported uncertainties in the data (error bars) correspond
to the standard error of the mean.
We evaluated best fits to a function corresponding to
a single exponential convolved with the x-ray pulse du-
ration and a nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm to
extract the decay time constant of the photoinduced de-
magnetization. Uncertainties on the fitted values of the
decay time correspond to 95% confidence intervals. The
fitting range is as shown in Figs. 3-6. Temporal over-
lap between the laser pump pulse and the x-ray probe
pulse was determined experimentally from data obtained
at higher fluence (not shown), which show a strong re-
duction of the diffraction signal. This experimentally de-
termined value was adjusted during the fitting procedure,
as a global fitting parameter for all datasets.
A. Polarization-dependent measurement of the
transient magnetic phase
Fig. 3 presents the time-dependent change in diffrac-
tion intensity of the magnetic (0 q 0) reflection upon exci-
tation with a femtosecond laser pulse at 1.55 eV, for both
σ- (red circles) and pi- (black squares) x-ray polarization
and for a 15.5 ps x-ray pulse duration (FWHM). The
absorbed fluence, accounting for reflectivity losses using
optical data from Bastjan et al.34, was 1.3 mJ/cm2 and
the measured sample temperature was 12 K, well within
the cycloidal phase of the material. A single exponential
fit to the data yields a decay time of 13±4 ps for σ- and
28±4 ps for pi-polarization. The timescale for melting of
the long range order we observe here with pi-polarization
is slightly longer than the 22.3±1.1 ps decay time found
by Johnson et al.19. Several reasons could contribute
to this small difference. First, the effective initial tem-
perature of the probed region might be slightly higher
than the measured sample temperature due to a possible
larger average heating by the laser pulses impinging at a
5 kHz repetition rate compared to the 60 Hz repetition
rate of the experiment of Johnson et al.19. Second, the
length of the delay time trace extends here to 180 ps after
photoexcitation compared to only 60 ps in the previous
experiment19. Restricting the current fitting range to 60
ps yields a 26±11 ps decay time, closer to the 22.3±1.1
ps value determined by Johnson et al.19 but with larger
uncertainties. An influence of the fitting time window
might be an indication of multiple decay constants, as has
been observed e.g. for antiferromagnetic Ho35. Third,
another source of uncertainty in the evaluation of the
decay time comes from the time-resolution of the experi-
ment. The latter is determined by the x-ray pulse shape
and duration, which in the experiment presented here
was 15.5 ps (FWHM), derived from the low-alpha x-ray
bunch length and close to the relevant timescales of the
experiment, vs. 100 fs (FWHM) for the setup used by
Johnson et al.19. Finally, any inhomogeneity in the pho-
toexcitation of the probed region is likely different be-
tween both experiments, leading to yet another source
of discrepancy. Given these experimental distinctions,
the agreement between the timescale we observe (28±4
ps) and the one previously reported (22.3±1.1 ps19) is
sufficient for a comparison of the conclusions from both
experiments.
Our main observation here is that the diffraction inten-
sity of the (0 q 0)σ channel, which is sensitive to the pro-
jection of the spin order along the c-direction, decreases
significantly more relative to its equilibrium position than
that of the (0 q 0)pi channel following photoexcitation of
the multiferroic phase. As seen in Fig. 3, the (0 q 0)σ in-
tensity drops by 70% whereas the (0 q 0)pi intensity drops
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FIG. 3. Time-resolved change in diffracted intensity of the
(0 q 0) reflection recorded at 12 K at the Mn L2 edge for
different x-ray probe polarizations, following photoexcitation
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data and fit are shown as black squares and a full black line.
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FIG. 4. Time-resolved change in diffracted intensity of the (0
q 0) reflection recorded at the Mn L2 edge for pi-polarization
of the x-ray probe, following photoexcitation at 1.55 eV. 12 K
data and fit are shown as black squares and a full black line.
30 K data and fit are shown as blue diamonds and a dashed
blue line. The absorbed fluence was 1.3 mJ/cm2 at 12 K and
0.85 mJ/cm2 at 30 K, chosen to achieve a similar maximum
decrease in intensity.
by only 40%, i.e. 1.8 times less. Decay times obtained
from the fits to the σ- and pi-polarized signals are 13±4
ps and 28±4 ps, respectively.
In order to compare these results to the demagneti-
zation dynamics in the sinusoidal phase, we repeat the
measurement at a sample temperature of 30K, which is
above TN2 but below TN1 . As discussed above, only
the pi-polarization signal remains non-zero in this phase.
The pump fluence was reduced from 1.3 mJ/cm2 to 0.85
mJ/cm2 to match approximately the maximum transient
decrease in pi-polarized scattered intensity at 30 K to
the one at 12 K (40%). Indeed, we know that there
is a roughly linear relationship between the equilibrium
scattered intensity and temperature (cf. Fig. 1c and
Ref.19), and that the demagnetization dynamics are in-
dependent of the excitation fluence for transient changes
below 80%19. In order to compare the timescales at dif-
ferent temperatures we chose to match the total decrease
in scattered intensity instead of matching the excitation
density. Dynamics of the (0 q 0)pi channel at 30 K are
shown in Fig. 4 (blue diamonds), along with those at 12
K (black squares), for comparison. The intensity drop
is comparable for both temperatures, around 40%, and
fitting yields a decay time of 34±4 ps at 30 K.
B. Influence of the pump photon energy on the
demagnetization dynamics
In our experimental configuration we can directly com-
pare the effect of 1.55 eV vs. 3.1 eV pump photon energy
on the timescale and magnitude of the transient demag-
netization signal. A 9.4 ps x-ray pulse duration (FWHM)
was used for the hν2 = 3.1 eV measurements. In order to
achieve a similar excitation density for photon energies
of 3.1 eV and 1.55 eV, the decrease in penetration depth
with increasing energy must be taken into account, in ad-
dition to reflectivity losses34. A reduced incident power
at 3.1 eV, corresponding to a fluence of 0.8 mJ/cm2,
matches the absorbed energy density obtained with 1.3
mJ/cm2 at 1.55 eV.
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FIG. 5. Time-resolved change in diffracted intensity of the
(0 q 0) reflection recorded at 12 K at the Mn L2 edge for
different x-ray probe polarizations, following photoexcitation
at 3.1 eV with 0.8 mJ/cm2 absorbed fluence. pi-polarization
data and fit are shown as black squares and a full black line.
σ-polarization data and fit are shown as red circles and a
dashed red line.
Fig. 5 shows the intensity of the (0 q 0) reflection
as a function of pump-probe delay time following pho-
toexcitation by 3.1 eV femtosecond pulses. The (0 q 0)σ
intensity drops by 50% whereas the (0 q 0)pi intensity
drops by only 20%, i.e. 2.5 times less. Decay time con-
stants of 33±10 ps and 29±6 ps were extracted for pi-
and σ-polarization, respectively.
Both the timescale and magnitude of the total decrease
in diffraction signal for pi- and σ-polarization following
photoexcitation at 3.1 eV exhibit a very similar behavior
and are quantitatively quite similar to the results ob-
tained at 1.55 eV, albeit with larger uncertainties be-
cause of lower total counts. Differences in the magnitude
5
of the transient demagnetization signals between the two
pump photon energies could be due to slight differences
in the spot sizes, which would affect the absorbed energy
density, or in the pump induced average heating, which
would modify the effective temperature of the sample be-
fore photoexcitation.
C. Melting of the orbital order
In addition to the (0 q 0) response we also analyzed the
dynamics of the (0 2q 0) reflection which, as mentioned
above, reflects the displacement of atoms due to orbital
reconstruction. The photoinduced change in scattered
intensity of (0 2q 0) following excitation by a 1.55 eV
femtosecond laser pulse with a fluence of 1.3 mJ/cm2
(absorbed) is shown in Fig. 6, measured with a 15.5 ps x-
ray pulse duration (FWHM). Using a single exponential
fit, decay time constants of 22±4 ps and 20±3 ps can
be determined in the (0 2q 0)pi and (0 2q 0)σ channels,
respectively.
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FIG. 6. Time-resolved change in diffracted intensity of the
(0 2q 0) reflection recorded at 12 K at the Mn L2 edge for
different x-ray probe polarizations, following photoexcitation
at 1.55 eV with 1.3 mJ/cm2 absorbed fluence. pi-polarization
data and fit are shown as black squares and a full black line.
σ-polarization data and fit are shown as red circles and a
dashed red line.
IV. DISCUSSION
The aim of the present study is to identify the tran-
sient state obtained in TbMnO3 following femtosecond
laser excitation, as well as to determine the impact of
the excitation pathway and of the orbital reconstruction
on the demagnetization dynamics. This knowledge will
contribute to determining the origin of the slow magnetic
order dynamics in TbMnO3, compared to other antifer-
romagnetically ordered systems. As described above, res-
onant magnetic diffraction at the Mn L2-edge with both
pi- and σ-polarization provides signals specific to the si-
nusoidal phase, with collinear magnetic order, and to the
multiferroic phase, characterized by cycloidal spin order.
Diffraction condition pi σ
(0 q 0), 12 K
28±4 ps 13±4 ps
hν1 = 1.55 eV
(0 q 0), 30 K
34±4 ps —
hν1 = 1.55 eV
(0 q 0), 12 K
33±10 ps 29±6 ps
hν2 = 3.1 eV
(0 2q 0), 12 K
22±4 ps 20±3 ps
hν1 = 1.55 eV
TABLE I. Fitted decay times for different diffraction condi-
tions in pi- and σ-polarization, corresponding to the data in
Figs. 3-6. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Table I summarizes the main time constants for the
different reflections, polarizations and photon energies,
reported in Figs. 3-6.
First, we consider the magnetic diffraction at the (0
q 0) wave vector after excitation with a photon en-
ergy of 1.55 eV. The 1.8 times stronger reduction in
the σ-channel compared to the pi-channel indicates that
the non-collinear magnetic long-range correlations are
much more sensitive to ultrafast photoexcitation than the
collinear magnetic order. This is consistent with the sce-
nario in which the laser pulse heats the system along the
cycloidal → sinusoidal → non-magnetic transition path,
similar to the adiabatic temperature dependent transi-
tion. As seen in Fig. 3 and Table I, the σ-polarized (0 q
0) signal decays slightly faster than the pi-polarized sig-
nal following 1.55 eV pumping. Given the very similar
slope of the static magnetic order signal vs. tempera-
ture curve for pi- and σ-polarized channels (Fig. 1c), one
would expect the dynamics to be the same for both. The
faster timescale exhibited by (0 q 0)σ at 1.55 eV pump is
likely caused by a saturation effect due to parts of the ex-
cited region transitioning completely into the sinusoidal
phase. In this sense the shorter decay time is an artifact,
which originates from strong excitation of the system
such that the cycloidal phase is essentially extinguished
before the nonequilibrium final state is reached. This
apparent acceleration of the decay time due to satura-
tion is consistent with previously reported measurements
of the fluence dependent pi-polarized signal dynamics19.
Note that the fluence value for which saturation of the
σ-polarized signal is observed in our study cannot be di-
rectly compared with those used in Johnson et al.19. The
latter study focused on the pi-polarized signal, which dis-
appears only at TN1 > TN2 (Fig. 1), and had a lower
initial temperature, due to lower average heating as dis-
cussed above, so that higher fluence values are needed to
reach saturation of the dynamics. Complete transition of
parts of the pumped volume is not incompatible with a
(0 q 0)σ signal drop of only 70% (Fig. 3) given the above
mentioned inhomogeneity of the photoexcited region.
When the base temperature of the sample is increased
above TN2 , i.e. in the sinusoidal phase where no σ-
polarized signal remains, the decay time in the pi-channel
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stays similar to the one at low temperature (Fig. 4 and
Table I), for the same relative intensity drop. This is
consistent with the similar slope of the static magnetic
order signal vs. temperature curve in the two magnetic
phases (Fig. 1c). All-optical measurements report a clear
increase of the decay time with decreasing temperature,
especially below TN1
36. The transient reflectivity exper-
iment by Handayani et al.36 is, however, a measure of
the optical properties of the magnetic phase rather than
of the magnetic order directly. Better time resolution
would be necessary in order to verify this apparent dis-
crepancy between the observations of optical reflectivity
and resonant soft x-ray diffraction.
From the discussion of the (0 q 0) reflection following
1.55 eV excitation and taking into account the fact that
the pi-channel (σ-channel) response is predominantly sen-
sitive to the long-range collinear (non-collinear) magnetic
order, we conclude that the magnetic interaction leading
to the sinusoidal correlations are stronger than the ones
responsible for the cycloidal order so that they are less
affected by photoexcitation. Consequently, the transient
magnetic phase that arises after photoexcitation of the
multiferroic phase of TbMnO3 exhibits mainly sinusoidal
magnetic order, as in the adiabatic case.
The transient magnetic state we observe therefore re-
sembles the sinusoidal state from the thermal adiabatic
transition in terms of its polarization-dependent inten-
sity. However, Johnson et al.19 have observed that the
diffraction wave vector of this transient state does not
change along with the picosecond scale decrease in in-
tensity following photoexcitation as it does for a slow
and adiabatic increase in temperature. The authors sug-
gest that the change in the diffraction wave vector might
be delayed due to a low magnon group velocity, draw-
ing from equivalent arguments based on phonon group
velocity which are used to describe the delayed lattice
expansion response to ultrashort electronic excitations8.
Our observations confirm that the cycloidal magnetic or-
der melts first and that the transient state is a sinusoidal
magnetic phase which, however, retains the wave vector
of the low-temperature multiferroic phase.
Alternatively, our observations could be accounted for
by a photoinduced flop of the magnetic cycloid from
the bc- to the ab-plane. An ultrafast electronic exci-
tation will likely affect the equilibrium between different
magnetic contributions, namely between superexchange
and the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction. Modifying
the relative contribution of these interactions could fa-
vor an ab-plane cycloid over the usual bc-plane cycloid
of TbMnO3.
37 This would cause the σ-polarized response
to disappear and the pi-polarized signal to decrease, while
preserving the wave vector of the bc-cycloid reflection.
While our data do not invalidate this alternative scenario
they also provide no indication that it is more likely than
our first, simpler interpretation. We therefore do not take
it into account in the rest of the discussion.
Next, we compare the results obtained for the two
different excitation photon energies, 1.55 eV (exciting
mainly Mn 3d - Mn 3d excitations) and 3.1 eV (excit-
ing mainly O 2p - Mn 3d excitations), at approximately
equivalent values of the absorbed excitation density. Sim-
ilar behavior is observed for the two photon energies: the
σ-polarized signal decreases more than the pi-polarized
signal, and the decay timescales are both on the order
of 30 ps (Fig. 5 and Table I). When comparing the 3.1
eV excitation (Fig. 5) with the excitation at 1.55 eV
(Fig. 3), the overall drop in intensity is slightly larger for
the 1.55 eV excitation. We attribute this to systematic
errors in estimating the fluence of the 3.1 eV excitation
needed to match the absorbed energy density for the 1.55
eV excitation, which is based on literature values for the
absorption coefficients34. The fact that the σ-polarized
signal with 3.1 eV excitation decays at the same rate as
the pi-polarized one, and not faster as with 1.55 eV exci-
tation, is consistent with the lack of saturation effect ex-
pected for a smaller transient decrease of (0 q 0)σ. Some
of the small quantitative differences between the dynam-
ics at the two excitation photon energies could also arise
from differences in the average heating caused by the two
pump pulses.
The comparison between 1.55 eV and 3.1 eV photoex-
citation leads us to the conclusion that the excitation
photon energy and therefore the nature of the electronic
excitation from either Mn 3d or O 2p states does not
play a significant role in determining the timescale of
long range magnetic order melting following photoexci-
tation. That is, the slow demagnetization behavior in
TbMnO3 cannot be explained by some particularity of
the excitation path following a 1.55 eV pump. The en-
ergy density absorbed by the system, which eventually
leads to heating of the lattice, seems to be the most rel-
evant parameter.
We now discuss the dynamics of the orbital reconstruc-
tion via the (0 2q 0) reflection response to excitation
at 1.55 eV. As seen in Fig. 6, both polarization chan-
nels show a decrease in diffracted intensity by roughly
the same relative amount, which is fully compatible with
the picture of a quasi-adiabatic heating of the system
from the cycloidal to the sinusoidal phase (Fig. 2c). The
slightly larger transient intensity drop in (0 2q 0)σ ( 80%)
compared to (0 q 0)pi ( 70%) can probably be explained
by a slight variation in pump fluence and average heat-
ing, due to the difference in incidence angle for the two
reflections, as well as by a difference in the resonant ab-
sorption for the two reflections, leading to different pene-
tration depths of the soft x-ray probe pulses. The slightly
larger transient intensity drop in (0 2q 0)σ ( 80%) com-
pared to (0 q 0)σ ( 70%) is consistent with the different
temperature dependence exhibited by (0 q 0) (Fig. 1c)
and (0 2q 0) (Fig. 2d). This different intensity drop could
also be related to a slight variation in pump fluence and
average heating, due to the difference in incidence an-
gle for the two reflections, as well as to a difference in
the resonant absorption for the two reflections, leading
to different penetration depths of the soft x-ray probe
pulses. We observe that the temperature-dependent (0
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2q 0) intensity decreases significantly but does not com-
pletely disappear when going from the cycloidal to the
sinusoidal phase (Fig. 2d), a behavior in between that of
the pi- and σ-polarized channels for (0 q 0) (Fig. 1c). As-
suming coupling between magnetic and orbital ordering,
we would therefore expect the decay timescale associated
with the photoexcited (0 2q 0) reflection to accompany
that of (0 q 0). This is exactly what is seen in our data
(Fig. 6 and Table I).
Similar timescales between (0 q 0) and (0 2q 0) indicate
that magnetic and orbital order are coupled, meaning
that there is no evidence that photoexcitation affects the
electronic orbital reconstruction directly even though the
pump pulse directly excites the electronic ground state
of TbMnO3. This is contrary to what happens in other
systems, such as in half doped manganites where a 1.55
eV excitation promptly melts the orbital order38. The
difference might be due to the different origins of the
two orbital reconstructions: in TbMnO3 it arises from
the cycloidal magnetic order, while in half doped man-
ganites the orbital order arises directly from electronic
correlations39.
Johnson et al.19 interpreted the dynamics of the mag-
netic diffraction from TbMnO3 in terms of an effective
time-dependent spin temperature. The stronger influ-
ence of average heating in our experiment prevents an
accurate determination of the initial temperature, which
in turn hinders a precise estimate of the transient spin
temperature following photoexcitation. We note, how-
ever, that given the similarity of the observations between
our experiments and that of Johnson et al.19 we would
expect comparable results from applying the same time-
dependent spin temperature analysis to our data, both
for the (0 q 0) and for the (0 2q 0) reflections.
Finally, we discuss why the demagnetization dynamics
are slow in the multiferroic phase of TbMnO3 relative to
other transition metal oxide antiferromagnets. All our
present observations seem to indicate that ultrafast pho-
toinduced demagnetization follows the adiabatic thermal
pathway measured statically. Heating of the electronic
subsystem occurs, however, in a few hundred femtosec-
onds, so that the dynamic bottleneck for the demagneti-
zation process must be due to the lattice or to the spin
system itself, or to a combination of both. A complete
microscopic description of the mechanism remains never-
theless lacking.
We can gain some insights into the possible microscopic
mechanism by considering recent model calculations per-
formed in the framework of nonequilibrium DMFT40,
which enables the simulation of ultrafast electronic re-
laxation and demagnetization dynamics in highly excited
correlated electron systems. We consider, for simplic-
ity, a single-band Hubbard model in the Mott insulat-
ing regime. For this system, it has been shown that
the lifetime of photoexcited doublons (doubly occupied
sites) and holes depends exponentially on the interaction
strength or gap size, and can thus easily reach picosec-
ond timescales for realistic parameters41. If the Mott
insulator is antiferromagnetically ordered, and the inital
kinetic energy of the photoexcited carriers is too low to
disorder the spin background, the system is trapped in a
long lived magnetized state whose lifetime is controlled
by the doublon-hole recombination time.42 Indeed, af-
ter the initial relaxation within the Hubbard bands, the
doublons and holes have very low kinetic energy, and
most of the energy injected by the pulse is stored as
potential energy. The latter is slowly released through
doublon-hole recombination processes, and is transfered
via an increased kinetic energy of the remaining carriers
to the spin background. Considering the analogy between
the Hubbard band structure of the model and the Mott-
induced d-d splitting in TbMnO3
27, the observed slow
demagnetization dynamics could thus be understood as a
consequence of an electronically trapped magnetic order
resulting from limited kinetic energy of the photodoped
carriers and slow doublon-hole recombination.
In real materials, however, lattice heating and spin-
phonon scattering will become relevant on picosecond
timescales. For a quantitative comparison, extensions
of the theory to multi-orbital systems43 and electron-
phonon coupling (Holstein-Hubbard Model)44 are re-
quired. Our experimental observations can serve as a
test for such more realistic calculations.
V. SUMMARY
We have studied the demagnetization dynamics of the
cycloidal and sinusoidal magnetic order in multiferroic
TbMnO3 by means of time-resolved optical pump reso-
nant soft x-ray diffraction probe. Using orthogonal lin-
ear x-ray polarizations, we are able to distinguish the
responses of the multiferroic cycloidal spin order and the
sinusoidal antiferromagnetic order in the time domain.
We show that magnetic order suppression following in-
tense photoexcitation of the electronic system occurs via
a sinusoidal transient phase that arises on a timescale of
tens of picoseconds. This intermediate phase is similar
to the one observed during the adiabatic temperature-
dependent transition but retains the low temperature
wave vector. Using two different pump photon energies,
1.55 eV and 3.1 eV, the conduction band is predomi-
nantly populated by intersite Mn 3d - Mn 3d transitions
or intrasite O 2p - Mn 3d transitions, respectively. We
find that the nature of the optical excitation does not
play an important role in the melting of magnetic order
as far as the timescale of the energy transfer between
the electronic and the spin system is concerned. We fur-
ther observe the reduction of orbital reconstruction on
a timescale comparable to that of cycloidal order melt-
ing, which suggests that the orbital reconstruction is not
directly affected by the photoexcitation.
Our work contributes to a better understanding of
the ultrafast demagnetization pathways in photoexcited
TbMnO3. Further investigation is needed in order to
determine the microscopic mechanism that drives this
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magnetic order melting, both experimentally, for instance
by measuring the lattice dynamics following photoexci-
tation, and theoretically, by extending existing models
to multi-orbital systems and including electron-phonon
coupling.
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